M A R K E T U P D AT E : J U N E 2020

OVERVIEW
•

Gas and electricity prices have risen consistently over the last month, driven partly by the prospect of a
recovery in demand as lock down measures are relaxed

•

Electricity prices have taken further support from increases in carbon prices which are now at their
highest levels since August 2019

•

Oil prices have also increased in the last month providing support to gas prices

•

LNG flows have fallen in recent weeks, reflecting a reduction in the number of cargoes received into the
UK

MONTHLY PRICE MOVES
ELECTRICITY PRICES (BASELOAD) £/MWh

GAS PRICES p/therm

LAST NIGHT'S MONTHLY 30 DAY 30 DAY 30 DAY Annual
CLOSE
CHANGE MEAN HIGH LOW Change
Aug-20
32.43
6.08
29.14 32.93 26.00
Sep-20
35.60
5.40
32.38 35.90 29.35
Oct-20
37.70
4.75
35.80 38.10 32.95
Winter 20-21
46.33
4.63
43.25 46.33 41.35 -16.49%
Winter 21-22
49.13
3.65
46.71 49.25 45.13 -9.78%

LAST NIGHT'S MONTHLY 30 DAY 30 DAY 30 DAY Annual
CLOSE
CHANGE MEAN HIGH LOW Change
Aug-20
15.37
4.24
13.66 16.22 10.55
Sep-20
17.50
3.17
16.44 18.25 13.69
Oct-20
21.32
2.66
20.22 22.04 17.92
Winter 20-21
33.23
2.47
31.62 33.49 30.02 -37.58%
Winter 21-22
41.20
1.29
39.99 41.36 39.03 -22.66%

LAST NIGHT'S

MONTHLY

30 DAY

30 DAY

30 DAY

Annual

CLOSE

CHANGE

MEAN

HIGH

LOW

Change

$43.14

$8.40

$39.84

$43.14

$34.74

-30.87%

Brent oil

LOOKING AHEAD PRICES WILL BE INFLUENCED BY:
•

Evaluation of the extent and duration of the impact of the
coronavirus outbreak

•

Weather forecasts for early summer

•

Coal prices

•

Oil prices

•

Increasing demand as lock down measures are relaxed
throughout Europe

•

Day Ahead gas prices

•

Domestic and global economic indicators

•

Gas storage levels

•

Carbon Prices

•

LNG shipments into Europe and the UK

•

European gas prices

•

Gas imports from Norway

•

French nuclear production

•

Currency exchange rates
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IN DETAIL
Gas and electricity prices have risen over the last month from the historic low levels attributable to the impact on
demand and global economies of the coronavirus.
To some extent the recovery in prices can be seen as a result of an easing of lock-down measures throughout Europe and the
prospect of a return towards normal demand. In addition, lower LNG flows and higher carbon prices have provided additional
support, particularly to electricity prices.
The recovery in gas prices can be seen from the graph
alongside. Day Ahead gas prices (the price of gas for
delivery tomorrow) reached historic low levels at the end
of May, trading below 10p per therm. One result of these
exceptionally low levels, mirrored throughout Europe, was
a significant number of cancellations of US LNG shipments
to Europe, partly because they were no longer economically
viable when transport and insurance were taken into
account, and partly because US gas prices were higher
than European prices. As a result of these cancellations
European LNG gas flows have fallen significantly. In the
UK LNG flows averaged above 70 mcm per day up to the
end of April. In June this dropped to 40 mcm per day. To
put this in perspective, average daily demand is currently
160/200 mcm/day. Flows are anticipated to fall further
in July. In addition to the drop in LNG flows we also saw
a decline in imports into the UK from Norway, although
imports have recovered somewhat in recent days as a
result of the increase in Day Ahead gas prices. When taken
in the context of a potential recovery in demand as lock
down restrictions are eased, these supply constrictions
have resulted in a moderate increase in gas prices for the
remainder of the year.
Electricity prices have also increased over the last month,
taking additional support from increasing carbon prices.
The carbon price refers to the cost of 1 carbon permit which
represents the entitlement to emit 1 tonne of carbon dioxide.
As a result of the steep fall in demand throughout Europe due
to lock down measures carbon emissions also fell leaving a
potential surplus of permits. Consequently carbon prices fell
sharply in March to below €16 per tonne. Since then we have
seen a recovery in prices, partly due to a recovery in demand
for electricity, and partly due to expectations that the EU will be
looking to reduce the number of permits available from 2021
when phase 4 of the EU emissions scheme comes into force.
In addition the EU is also negotiating a green deal with member
states aimed at making the recovery from the coronavirus as
green as possible. All of this adds uncertainty to the carbon
market leading to participants buying to reduce risk.

The significance of carbon prices can be seen from the
graph on the left which demonstrates the correlation with
electricity prices. Given that the carbon prices represent a tax
on electricity generation this correlation is to be expected. In
terms of direction the correlation is very strong, with the rate
of response depending on a number of other fundamentals.
As can be seen, the sharp increase in carbon prices since midMarch has resulted in a corresponding increase in electricity
prices. Carbon prices have now reached their highest levels
since August last year and have broken through a number of
key resistance levels. The general consensus is that these
levels are unsustainable in the short term. Currently, however,
we appear to be locked into an upward trend. Whilst it continues
it is unlikely that we will see falls in electricity prices.
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The support provided to electricity prices by the increase in carbon prices can be seen on the graphs below, with the
increases since March more substantial than those for gas. As a result prices have recovered to their pre coronavirus levels.
The anticipated recovery in demand is expected to be slow, however, with the potential for a second wave of the coronavirus
as lock down measures are eased and the weather becomes colder.

Oil prices have continued their recovery in the last
month and are now consistently trading above $40
per barrel. This is mainly as a result of an OPEC
agreement to extend production cuts into July and
a natural fall in US output as a result of exceptionally
low prices which forced a number of shale gas
producers out of business, most notably Chesapeake
Energy, one of the pioneers of the US shale gas
boom, and has seen a reduction in investment in new
production. The fall in shale gas production could also
have a longer term impact on the availability of US
LNG exports. The increase in oil prices has provided
support to gas prices due to the index-linking of a
number of EU contracts to oil.

SUMMARY
Currently gas and electricity prices are recovering from the lows seen in mid-March as a result of supply
constraints, rising carbon prices and a recovery in demand as lock down measures are eased.
With the impact of the coronavirus on global economies likely to be severe, however, and to last for the short
to medium term, it is questionable as to how long the upward trend can last. Gas prices remain relatively low,
however, and may continue to rise without an increase in LNG supplies. In the short term electricity prices will
continue to react to developments in the carbon market.

Gareth Maude, 3rd July 2020
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